Troubleshooting
for i-PRO with AI engine
Ver. 1.1, March 2021,
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Overview
This document describes how to troubleshoot the extension software (hereinafter referred
to as app) on i-PRO Network Camera with AI engine.
Refer to the flowchart to isolate the cause of an issue and fix it.
“Resource monitor extension” tool is needed to monitor the resource in the camera.
Also, “Control log” function added in camera firmware version 1.30 or later is one of the
effective ways to estimate the cause of an issue.
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Troubleshooting flowchart
Start
App performance is not good

Does app follow its restrictions and limitations ?

Yes

No/Uncertain

Is it 3rd party vendor app ?

Yes

No

Confirm the doc. *1.

Contact app vendor for the
restrictions and limitations.

*1: As for the troubleshooting of WV-XAE200W and WV-XAE201W, please refer to the following link.
https://www.psn-web.net/ssbu-t/Support/AI_application_troubleshooting.pdf
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Troubleshooting flowchart
A
Perform the “Resource monitor tool” and confirm “Ext.software total” graph

Are CPU load and memory usage keeping under red limit line in the graphs?

No

Yes
Access the camera via web browser

Is problem remaining ?

Consult with app vendor to keep them under red limit line

No

Yes
Uninstall all apps

B

C

Troubleshooting flowchart
B
Is problem remaining ?

No

C

Install/ activate app A

Yes
Is problem remaining ?
Yes

No

Uninstall app A and
install/ activate app B
Is problem remaining ?
Yes

Uninstall app B and
install/ activate app C

No

Is problem remaining ?
Yes

Repair the camera
or
Replace the camera
Contact i-PRO support.

App A causes the problem
and please consult with
the app vendor A.

App B causes the problem
and please consult with
the app vendor B.

App C causes the problem
and please consult with
the app vendor C.

No
System combination may be the
cause of the issue.
Contact system provider.
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Control Log information
"Control log" tab is added to the [Ext. software] from version 1.30
1

1. Control log shows the following status
1. app installation status
2. app running status
3. app error status

2
3

2. Number of logs: Up to 200
It is initialized when cam is rebooted by
holding the INITIAL SET button only.
3. Description has 1 or 2 lines
Line1 is log contents and line2 is app name
e.g.
Line 1: Illegal termination
Line 2: Memory Eater

Control Log information
Line 1: [Log Contents]
Line 2: [application name]
No.

Line 1

Meaning

Possible cause / Countermeasure

Remarks

1

The installation is completed

Completed app installation

-

-

2

The upgrade is completed

Completed app upgrade

-

-

3

The uninstall is completed

Completed app uninstallation

-

-

4

The boot up is completed

App has started

-

-

5

The stop is completed

App has stopped

-

-

6

Camera setting is changed

App changed the camera settings

-

-

7

Character setting on screen

App performed the character settings

-

-

8

Reached the upper limit of CPU usage

CPU usage by apps has reached the upper limit

Refer to Troubleshooting flowchart to isolate the cause

-

Control Log information
No.

Line 1

Meaning

Possible cause / Countermeasure

Remarks

9

Object detection: On(Off)

App enabled (or disabled*) object detection
function

-

-

10

AI model reading

App using AI processor has started

-

-

11

Installation failure
(ROM/RAM capacity limit)

Installation failed due to capacity limitation of
ROM or RAM

Uninstall other apps to secure the capacity

-

12

Installation failure
(Limit of number of rewritings)

Installation failed due to rewriting limit of ROM

Contact i-PRO support for camera repairment
or replacement

Installation
continues to fail

13

Installation failure (Undefined error)

Installation failed due to uncertain reasons

Incorrect file / Contact app vendor

-

14

Upgrade failure
(ROM/RAM capacity limit)

Upgrade failed due to capacity limitation of
ROM/RAM

Uninstall other apps to secure the capacity

-

15

Upgrade failure
(Limit of rewritings number)

Upgrade failed due to rewriting limit of ROM

Contact i-PRO support for camera repairment
or replacement

Installation
continues to fail

*When disabled:
- “Intelligent auto” and “Smart coding” of camera may not work properly
- WV-XAE200 and WV-XAE201 will not work

Control Log information
No.

Line 1

Meaning

Possible cause / Countermeasure

16

Upgrade failure (Undefined error.)

Upgrade failed due to uncertain reasons

Incorrect file / contact app vendor

17

Starting failure (RAM capacity limit)

Start-up failed due to RAM capacity limit

Uninstall other apps to secure the capacity

18

Starting failure (Ext. software causing)

Start-up failed due to the problem with app

Check for the latest firmware version/
Contact app vendor

19

Starting failure
(Limit of number of rewritings)

Start-up failed due to rewriting limit of ROM

Contact i-PRO support for camera repairment or
replacement

20

Starting failure
(Resource occupancy by other causes)

Start-up failed due to other apps

Refer to Troubleshooting flowchart to isolate the cause

21

Starting failure (AI processor)

Start-up failed due to the problem with AI
processor

Disable/uninstall other apps to reduce the AI processor
load

22

Starting failure
(AI processor memory)

Start-up failed due to the memory capacity of
AI processor

Disable/uninstall other apps to reduce the memory
usage

Remarks

Control Log information
No.

Line 1

Meaning

Possible cause / Countermeasure

23

AI processor occupancy
(Ext. software)

CPU usage by AI processor has reached the
upper limit

When an app is not working properly,
disable/uninstall other apps to reduce the AI
processor load

24

AI processor memory occupancy
(Ext. software)

Memory usage by AI processor has reached
the upper limit

Disable/uninstall other apps to reduce the AI
processor load

25

AI processor internal error

Error occurred in AI processor

Disable/uninstall other apps to reduce the AI
processor load

26

Object detection off failure

App failed to disable the object detection
function

Disable/uninstall other apps

27

Forced termination due to the limit
of number of rewritings

Installation failed due to rewriting limit of
ROM

Contact i-PRO support for camera repairment or
replacement

28

Illegal termination/Hang-up
(Ext. software causing)

Incorrect termination or hang-up occurred
due to the app

Check for the latest firmware version

29

Illegal termination
(RAM capacity limit)

Incorrect termination occurred due to
insufficient RAM

Check for the latest firmware version

Remarks

Camera reboot
may be needed
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How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
Explanations of “Resource Monitor extension”
“Resource monitor extension” is an application working on “Google Chrome” as an extension.
Before using this software, it needs to be installed into “Chrome”.
Load of the CPUs on your camera (main and AI) and memory usage can be checked.
Memory usage of the all apps and each app could be confirmed by the graph.
Please confirm that the loads of the CPUs are always under the upper limit.
The monitoring results can be downloaded as CSV files.

How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
The procedure to install “Resource Monitor”
1. Start up “Chrome”
2. Select “Extensions” on “Chrome” to open “Extensions” window.
(
-> ”More tools” -> “Extensions”)

How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
The procedure to install “Resource Monitor”
3. Turn on the “Developer mode” on “Extensions” window
4. Drug and drop “Resource Monitor” folder.
5.
is displayed on the right corner of “Chrome”.
The place of The tool
3

4

Drug and drop

5

or

How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
How to start “Resource Monitor”
1. Start up Chrome.
2. Click “

” in the right upper of Chrome.

How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
How to start “Resource Monitor” (Continued)
3. Enter camera IP-address
4. Click “START”
5. Put ID/PW and click “Sign in”

3

5

4

Click here to download the CSV file of the monitoring data.

Introduction of “Resource monitor extension”
Overview of the resource monitoring
After Starting the monitoring, the results are plotted on each graph by every 5 seconds.
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How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
Category 1 explanation
These 3 graphs show the usage conditions of the system.
CPU must be always less than 100%.

Used rate of the load

Memory usage

FLASH (always blank)
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How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
Category 2 explanation
These 2 graphs show the situation of the installed apps in total.
In case of reaching red line,
app will NOT work properly due to limit
for CPU and memory

Limit
Limit

Issue example graph

How to use “Resource monitor extension” tool
Category 3, 4 and 5 explanation
These 2 graphs show the individual situation of the installed app
Category 3 shows 1st app situation
Category 4 has 2nd app situation

Use rate graph for 1st app

Memory usage graph for 1st app

Category 5 has 3rd app situation

